String matching is rich with a variety of algorithmic tools. In contrast, multidimensional matching has had a rather sparse set of techniques. This paper presents a new algorithmic technique for two-dimensional matching: periodicity analysis. Its strength appears to lie in the fact that it is inherently two-dimensional.
Introduction
String matching is a eld rich with a variety of algorithmic ideas. The early string matching algorithms were mostly based on constructing a pattern automaton and subsequently using it to nd all pattern appearances in a given text ). Recently developed algorithms G-85, V-85, V-91] use periodicity in strings to solve this classic string matching problem. Lately, there has been interest in various two-dimensional approximate matching problems, largely motivated by low-level image processing ( KS-87, AL-91, AF-91, ALV-90]). Unlike string matching, the methods for solving multidimensional matching problems are scant. This paper adds a new algorithmic tool to the rather empty tool chest of multidimensional matching techniques: twodimensional periodicity analysis. String periodicity is an intuitively clear concept and the properties of a string period are simple and well understood. Two-dimensional periodicity, though, presents some di culties. Periodicity in the plane is easy to de ne. However, we seek the period of a nite rectangle. We have chosen to concentrate on a periodicity de nition that implies the ability for self-overlap. In strings such an overlap allows de nition of a smallest period whose concatenation produces the entire string. The main contribution of this paper is showing that for rectangles also, the overlap produces a \smallest unit" and a regular pattern in which it appears in the array. The main di erences are that this \smallest unit" is a vector rather than a sub-block of the array, and that the pattern is not a simple concatenation. Rather, based on the patterns of vectors that can occur, there are four categories of array periodicity: non-periodic, line periodic, radiant periodic and lattice periodic. As in string matching this regularity can be exploited. The strength of periodicity analysis appears to lie in the fact that it is inherently a two-dimensional technique whereas most previous work on two-dimensional matching has reduced the matrix problem to a problem on strings and then applied one-dimensional string matching methods. The two dimensional periodicity analysis has already proven useful in solving several multi-dimensional matching problems ABF-94a, ABF-93, ABF-94b, . We illustrate with two examples. The original motivation for this work was our research in image preserving compression. We wanted to solve the following problem: Given a two-dimensional pattern P and a two-dimensional text T which has been compressed, nd all occurrences of P in T without decompressing the text. The goal is a sublinear algorithm with respect to the size of the original uncompressed text. Some initial success in this problem was achieved in ALV-90], but their algorithm, being automaton based, seems to require a large amount of decompression. In AB-92b, ABF-94b], we used periodicity to nd the rst optimal pattern matching algorithm for compressed two-dimensional texts. Another application is the two-dimensional exact matching problem. Here the text is not compressed. and, independently, Bird Bi-77] used the Aho and Corasick AC-75] dictionary matching algorithm to obtain a O(n 2 log j j) algorithm for this problem. This algorithm is automaton based and therefore the running time of the text scanning phase is dependent on the size of the alphabet. In ABF-94a] we used periodicity analysis to produce the rst two dimensional exact matching algorithm with a linear time alphabet independent text scanning phase.
Since the work presented here rst appeared AB-92a], the analysis of radiant periodic patterns has been strengthened GP-92, , and periodicity analysis has additionally proven useful in providing optimal parallel two dimensional matching algorithms ABF-93, CCG+93], as well as in solving a three dimensional matching problem . This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review periodicity in strings and extend this notion to two dimensions. In Section 3, we give formal de nitions, describe the classi cation scheme for the four types of two-dimensional periodicity, and prove some theorems about the properties of the classes. In Section 4 we present serial and parallel algorithms for detecting the type of periodicity in an array. The complexity of the serial algorithm is O(m 2 ) (linear time) when the alphabet size is nite, and O(m 2 log m) otherwise. The parallel algorithm runs in time O(log m) with O(m 2 ) CRCW processors. In addition to knowing where an array can self overlap, knowing where it can not and why is also useful. If an overlap is not possible, then the overlap produces some mismatch. Our algorithms nd a single mismatch location or witness for each self overlap that fails.
Periodicity in strings and arrays
In a periodic string, a smallest period can be found whose concatenation generates the entire string. In two dimensions, if an array were to extend in nitely so as to cover the plane, the one-dimensional notion of a period could be generalized to a unit cell of a lattice. But, a rectangular array is not in nite and may cut a unit cell in many di erent ways at its edges. Instead of de ning two-dimensional periodicity on the basis of some subunit of the array, we instead use the idea of self-overlap. This idea applies also to strings. A string w is periodic if the longest pre x p of w that is also a su x of w is at least half the length of w. For example, if w = abcabcabcabcab, then p = abcabcab and since p is over half as long as w, w is periodic. This de nition implies that w may overlap itself starting in the fourth position.
The preceding idea easily generalized to two dimensions as illustrated in gure 1.
De nition 1 Let A be a two-dimensional array. Call a pre x of A a rectangular subarray that contains one corner of A. (In the gure, the upper left corner.) Call a su x of A a rectangular subbarray that contains the diagonally opposite corner of A (In the gure, the lower right corner). We say A is periodic if the largest pre x that is also a su x has dimensions at least as large as some xed percentage d of the dimensions of A.
In the gure, if d 5 6 , then A is periodic. As with strings, if A is periodic, then A may overlap itself if the pre x of one copy of A is aligned with the su x of a second copy of A. Notice that both the upper left and lower left corners of A can de ne pre xes, giving A two directions in which it can be periodic. As we will describe in the next section, the classi cation of periodicity type for A is based on whether it is periodic in either or both of these directions. 3 Classifying arrays Our goal here is classifying an array A into one of four periodicity classes. For clarity of presentation we concentrate on square arrays. We later show how to generalize all results to rectangles. We begin with some de nitions of two-dimensional periodicity and related concepts ( gure 2). Analagous de nitions exist for quadrants III and IV , but by symmetry, ifṽ is a quadrant III(IV ) symmetry vector, then ?ṽ is a quadrant I(II) symmetry vector. We will usually indicate a vector v = rỹ + cx by the ordered pair (r; c). Note that symmetry vector (r; c) de nes a mapping between identical elements, that is, (r; c) is a symmetry vector i A i; j] = A i + r; j + c] wherever both elements are de ned. In particular, if (r; c) is a symmetry vector, then it maps the block A i::j; k::l] to the identical block A i + r::j + r; k + c::l + c].
In the remainder of this paper, we use the terms source and symmetry vector interchangeably.
De nition 4 The length of a symmetry vector is the maximum of the absolute values of its coef- We are now ready to classify a square array A into one of four periodicity classes based on the presence or absence of periodic vectors in quadrants I and II. Following the classi cation we prove some theorems about the properties of the classes. In Section 4 we present algorithms for nding all the sources in an array. The four classes of two-dimensional periodicity are ( gures 3 { 6):
Non-periodic { The array has no periodic vectors.
Lattice periodic { The array has periodic vectors in both quadrants. All quadrant I sources which occur in quadrant I fall on the nodes of a lattice which is de ned by the basis vectors. The same is true for quadrant II sources in quadrant II. Speci cally, letṽ 1 = (r 1 ; c 1 ) and v 2 = (r 2 ; c 2 ) be the periodic basis vectors in quadrants I and II respectively. Then, an element in quadrant I is a quadrant I source i it occurs at index A ir 1 + jr 2 ; ic 1 + jc 2 ] for integers i; j. An element in quadrant II is a quadrant II source i it occurs at index A m ? 1 +{r 1 +|r 2 ;{c 1 +|c 2 ] for integers{;|.
Line periodic { The array has a periodic vector in only one quadrant and the sources in that quadrant all fall on one line. Radiant periodic|This category is identical to the line periodic category, except that in the quadrant with the periodic vector, the sources fall on several lines which all radiate from the quadrant's corner. We do not describe the exact location of the sources for this class, but see GP-92] for a detailed analysis of the source locations.
Next, we prove some theorems about the properties of the classes. All the theorems are stated in terms of square arrays for clarity. At the end of the theorems we explain how they can be modi ed to apply to any n m rectangular array. In Lemmas 1-3, we establish the fact that if we have symmetry vectors for both quadrants I and II, and they meet a pair of constraints on the sum of their coe cients, then every linear combination of the vectors de nes another symmetry vector.
Lemma 1 If (r 1 ; c 1 ) and (r 2 ; c 2 ) are symmetry vectors from quadrants I and II respectively, and c 1 + c 2 < m and r 1 + jr 2 j < m, then (r 1 + r 2 ; c 1 + c 2 ) is either a quadrant I symmetry vector (r 1 jr 2 j) or a quadrant II symmetry vector (r 1 < jr 2 j).
Proof: We prove for the case r 1 jr 2 j. The proof for the other case is similar. We show that S = (r 1 + r 2 ; c 1 + c 2 ) is a quadrant I source. A candidate source S in lemma 3. Here jr 1 j jr 2 j. e 2 is not an element of A. Otherwise e 2 -not S -is the top element on its line. e 4 is an element of A. Otherwise S is not in A, S is not to the right of line l or r 1 + jr 2 j m.
Two possibilities remain. Either e 1 is an element of A or it is not. Our proof is by induction on i and j. For the base cases we useṽ 1 (i = 1; j = 0),ṽ 2 (i = 0; j = 1) andṽ 3 =ṽ 1 +ṽ 2 which is either a quadrant I vector (r 1 jr 2 j) or a quadrant II vector (r 1 < jr 2 j) by Lemma 1. The proof of Theorem 1 is simpli ed by the following easily proven observation.
Observation 1 Let (r 1 ; c 1 ) and (r 2 ; c 2 ) be symmetry vectors from quadrants I and II respectively, and c 1 + c 2 < m and r 1 + jr 2 j < m, and let L be an in nite lattice of points on the xy-plane also with basis vectors (r 1 ; c 1 ) and (r 2 ; c 2 ). If we put one copy of A on each lattice point by aligning element A 0; 0] with the lattice point, then the copies are in register and completely cover the plane. , it is at least as large as a unit cell of the lattice and therefore, the copies of A 0 also cover the plane. Now every element of the plane is mapped byṽ from an identical element, and there is a complete copy of A at S. S falls within some cell of lattice L. By Lemma 4, there is a quadrant I or quadrant II vectorṽ 3 from S to some corner e of the cell (or from e to S) which is shorter than the corresponding basis vector of L. Since there are complete copies of A at S and e,ṽ 3 is a symmetry vector and thereforeṽ 1 andṽ 2 are not both basis vectors of A as assumed. 2
Since our quadrants are of size d m 3 e d m 3 e, they are no greater in size than the smallest block that can contain only lattice point sources. The region that contains only lattice point sources can be larger than the block described in Theorem 1, see GP-92]. Next, we prove the following important trait about radiant periodic arrays that facilitates their handling in matching applications AB-92b, ABF-94b, KR-94]. Origins (A 0; 0]) of complete copies of a radiant periodic array A that overlap without mismatch can be ordered monotonically.
De nition 5 A set of elements of an array B can be ordered monotonically if the elements can be ordered so that they have column index nondecreasing and row index nondecreasing (ordered monotonically in quadrant I) or row index nonincreasing (ordered monotonically in quadrant II).
Our theorem is stated in terms of quadrant I, but generalizes to quadrant II.
Theorem 2 Let A be a radiant periodic array with periodic vector in quadrant I. Let S 1 ; : : :; S j be quadrant I sources occuring within quadrant I. On each source, place one copy of A by aligning A 0; 0] with the source. If every pair of copies is in register, then the sources can be ordered monotonically in quadrant I.
Proof: Suppose two sources A c 1 ; r 1 ] and A c 2 ; r 2 ] cannot be ordered monotonically. That is, c 1 < c 2 but r 2 < r 1 . If there is no mismatch in the copies of A at these sources, then by the fact that c 2 ? c 1 < m 3 and r 1 ? r 2 < m 3 ,ṽ = (r 2 ? r 1 ; c 2 ? c 1 ) is a periodic, quadrant II symmetry vector and by de nition, A is lattice periodic, a contradiction. 2
As stated earlier, our classi cation scheme applies to any rectangular array. The major modi cation is a new de nition of length.
De nition 6 The length of a symmetry vector of a rectangular array is the maximum of the absolute values of its coe cients scaled to the dimensions of the array. Let A be n rows by m columns with m n. Letṽ = (r; c) be a symmetry vector in A. Then the length ofṽ scaled to the dimensions of the array is max(r m n ; c).
Periodicity and Witness Algorithms
In this section, we present two algorithms, one serial and one parallel for nding all sources in an array A. In addition, for each location in A which is not a source, our algorithms nd a witness that proves that the overlapping copies of A are not in register. Algorithm A Serial algorithm for building a witness array and deciding periodicity class.
Step A.1: Build a su x tree by concatenating the rows of the array. Preprocess the su x tree for least common ancestor queries in order to answer questions about the length of the common pre x of any two su xes.
Step A.2: For each column j, ll out Witness 0::m ? 1; j] (quadrant I):
Step A.2.1: Use Algorithm 1 to construct the table lppattern for W j = w 0 : : :w m?1 . Character w i is the pre x of row i of length m ? j. We can answer questions about the equality of two characters by consulting the su x tree. If the common pre x of the two characters has length at least m ? j then the characters are equal.
Step A.2.2: Use Algorithm 2 to construct the table lptext for T j = t 0 : : :t m?1 . Character t i is the su x of row i starting in column j (also of length m ? j). Again we test for equality by reference to the su x tree.
Step A. Step A.4: Select quadrant I and quadrant II basis vectors from Witness if they exist.
Step A.5: Use the basis vectors to decide to which of four periodicity classes the pattern belongs.
Theorem 3 Algorithm A is correct and runs in time O(m 2 log j j). , then the pre x and su x are P 2 and S 2 , etc. Now, for each k 1, we attempt to match P k in S k?1 and S k in P k?1 . If a matched pre x begins at t i and a matched su x ends at w m?i?1 then t i t m?1 is a pre x of w. Using Algorithm 3, we rst preprocess the P k and S k as patterns and then use these to process the appropriate segments as text. We can additionally modify Algorithm 3 so that at every index where a pre x or su x does not match, we obtain the location of a mismatch. Since the sum of the lengths of the P i and S i are no more than a linear multiple of the length of w, the modi cation does not increase the complexity of the algorithm and therefore the time complexity of the modi ed Algorithm 3 is O(log m) using O( m log m ) CRCW processors, the same as the unmodi ed algorithm V-85]. In our parallel algorithm, only steps 2 di ers from the serial algorithm.
Algorithm B Parallel algorithm for nding sources and building a witness array
Step B.2: For each column j, ll out Witness 0::m ? 1; j] (quadrant I):
Step B.2.1: For each k = 1; : : :; log m:
Step B.2.1.1: Use W j to form P k and P k?1 and T j to form S k and S k?1 . Use modi ed Algorithm 3 to match P k in S k?1 and S k in P k?1 . As in the serial algorithm, use the su x tree to answer questions about equality.
